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Background. Access to hepatitis C virus (HCV) treatment is limited in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). Noninva-
sive biomarkers, such as fibrosis 4 (FIB-4) and aminotransferase to platelet ratio index (APRI), are low-cost alternatives to staging
liver disease and identifying treatment need in people with chronic HCV infection, but their accuracy has not been evaluated in
LMICs.

Methods. We tested the accuracy of FIB-4 and APRI at validated cutoffs (FIB-4 <1.45, >3.25; APRI <0.5, >1.5) in predicting
severe liver stiffness by elastography among 281 persons chronically infected with HCV. Multivariable logistic and Cox regression
were used to identify markers of improved prediction and mortality, respectively.

Results. Sensitivity and specificity of FIB-4 and APRI for predicting severe stiffness were 62% and 87% and 61% and 83%,
respectively. Fibrosis 4 and APRI were less accurate in excluding significant stiffness; however, performance of models significantly
improved with γ-glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT) and body mass index (BMI) (area under receiver operating characteristic
curve, 0.81; 95% confidence interval, .76–.87). Severe liver stiffness predicted via FIB-4 >3.25, APRI >1.5, and a modified FIB-4
that included GGT and BMI were significantly associated with increased mortality.

Conclusions. Fibrosis 4 and APRI may be useful in identifying individuals with severe stiffness who need treatment and con-
tinued monitoring in LMICs. Exclusion of significant stiffness may be improved by including GGT and BMI to FIB-4 models.
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Approximately 135 million individuals are chronically infected
with hepatitis C virus (HCV), with the highest burden occur-
ring in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) [1–3].
Highly efficacious direct-acting antivirals (DAAs) have achieved
cure rates upwards of 95% [4]; however, treatment delivery
remains challenging due to high cost and low access to health-
care in LMICs [5]. As a result, staging liver disease will remain
critical in prioritizing treatment need and identifying individu-
als with cirrhosis who might require different treatment regi-
mens [4, 6] and ongoing screening for hepatocellular cancer
and esophageal varices.

Liver biopsy has been considered the gold standard of staging
liver disease in patients chronically infected with HCV [7].
However, due to its invasive nature, sampling error, potential
for adverse events, and high intra- and interobserver variability
[8], noninvasive diagnostic methods have begun to replace

the biopsy in many settings [9]. Transient elastography (eg,
FibroScan), which provides liver stiffness measurements
(LSMs), is a promising alternative due to its high accuracy in
detecting severe fibrosis (FIB) and cirrhosis [10]. Elastography
has been used in Europe and the United States for over a decade
and is US Food and Drug Administration-approved for liver
disease staging; however, the prohibitive cost of the machine
itself (approximately $120 000) makes its adoption in LMICs
challenging.

Noninvasive, serum biomarker panels, which have also been
validated against biopsy, are an attractive alternative for staging
patients with chronic HCV infection in LMICs [11]. Numerous
biomarker panels have been assessed and generally perform best
in predicting and excluding severe FIB and cirrhosis [11, 12].
However, most studies were conducted in high-income settings,
and data are lacking on the accuracy of low-cost serum
biomarker panels in LMICs, where individuals have varying
ethnicities, background coinfections, and comorbidities that
may impact performance [13].

India has an estimated HCV population prevalence of 1%–

2.4%, 3 million opiate users [14, 15], and 1.1 million people
who inject drugs (PWID) [16]. We previously documented a
high burden of HCV infection [17] and liver stiffness among
PWID in India [13] Moreover, we recently demonstrated a
strong association between significant and severe stiffness and
mortality. However, there is a paucity of research on the
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performance of validated inexpensive and noninvasive markers,
such as FIB-4 [18] and aminotransferase to platelet ratio index
(APRI) [19]. Accordingly, we evaluated performance of these
panels and explored additional serum markers that might
enhance prediction of severe liver stiffness and exclusion of
significant stiffness among PWID chronically infected with
HCV in Chennai, India.

METHODS

Study Population and Data Collection Procedures
As described previously [13], the Chennai HIV, HCV and Eeral
(liver disease) Study (CHHEERS) was conducted by YR
Gaitonde Centre for Substance Abuse Research in Chennai,
India, with enrollment beginning in 2012 and currently ongoing
[20]. A convenience sample of current and former PWID was
recruited by community outreach. Eligibility criteria were
(1) being at least 18 years of age, (2) self-reported injection
drug use in the past 5 years, and (3) mentally fit to understand
study/consent procedures. In total, 1324 participants were
screened, 1062 of whom were eligible, and 1042 were enrolled.
At baseline, all participants underwent a blood draw (after over-
night fast) followed by an interview-administered questionnaire.
Self-reported data were collected on sociodemographics, past
and current substance use, human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV), HCV, and hepatitis B virus (HBV) testing and treatment
history. A physician examined participants for signs or symp-
toms of liver disease and assessed FIB/cirrhosis and steatosis
by transient elastography and ultrasonography, respectively.

Human immunodeficiency virus-negative and HIV-positive
participants not on treatment were observed semiannually,
and HIV-positive participants on treatment were observed
quarterly. At semiannual visits, all participants underwent a
follow-up questionnaire, a nonfasting blood draw, and elastog-
raphy. Mortality data and cause were reported from other
participants and field workers who actively tracked participants
when they missed visits. In general, participants were tracked
within 1 month of a missed visit.

This analysis was limited to individuals with chronic HCV
infection (detectable HCV ribonucleic acid [RNA]; N = 281)
at baseline. Of these 281 individuals, 244 (79%) had at least 1
additional follow-up visit. Participants were observed for a
median 2.9 years (interquartile range [IQR], 2.2–3.5). The
study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at
Johns Hopkins University and YR Gaitonde Centre for AIDS
Research and Education in Chennai, India.

Liver Stiffness Measurement
Transient elastography was conducted using a FibroScan ma-
chine (Echosens, Paris, France). Measurements were recorded
using a small transducer located on the end of an ultrasound
probe that emits a shear wave into the liver. Liver stiffness
was measured from the velocity of the wave as it went through

the liver and then expressed in terms of kilopascals (kPa) [21].
Three operators, trained and certified by the manufacturer, con-
ducted measurements in the clinic. We considered valid exam-
inations to have (1) at least 10 discrete valid measurements, (2)
greater than a 60% success rate (number of valid measurements/
number of total measurements), and (3) minimum variability
(IQR/median value <0.30). Per previous established cutoffs in
India and the United States, an LSM ≥12.3 kPa was considered
to be indicative of severe liver stiffness or cirrhosis [22, 23], and
an LSM ≥8.5 kPa was considered to be indicative of significant
liver stiffness (FIB) [13, 24].

Laboratory and Other Clinical Measures
Steatosis was assessed by ultrasound (Logic 400; GE, Milwaukee,
WI), conducted by a radiologist, and graded according to
established criteria: none, mild, moderate, severe. Human
immunodeficiency virus serostatus was ascertained by double
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) testing (Murex
HIV-1.2.O [Abbott Murex, Dartford, Kent, United Kingdom]
and Vironostika HIV Uni-form II Ag/Ab [Biomerieux, Marcy
L’Etoile, France]). Hepatitis C virus antibody testing was con-
ducted using the Genedia HCV ELISA 3.0 (Green Cross Med-
ical Science, Chungbuk, Korea). Chronic HBV infection was
determined by detection of the hepatitis B surface antigen
(Hepanostika HBsAg Uniform II; Biomérieux, The Nether-
lands). In addition, fasting plasma glucose, triglycerides, total
cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, and
low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol were measured
using enzymatic methods (Olympus AU400; Olymps Diagnos-
tica, Tokyo, Japan). Plasma insulin was detected by immunoas-
say (ELISA) using a Bioscience kit (Monobind kit; Monobind
Inc., Lake Forest, CA). Homeostasis model assessment (homeo-
static model assessment insulin resistance [HOMA-IR]) was
calculated as [fasting plasma glucose (mg/dL) × fasting insulin
(µU/mL)/405]. We used established formulas to calculate non-
invasive FIB markers: (1) FIB-4 (age [years] × aspartate amino-
transferase [AST] (IU/L))/(platelet count (109 cells/
L) ×√(alanine aminotransferase (IU/L))) [18]; and (2) APRI
(AST (IU/L)/AST (upper limit of normal))/(platelet count
(109 cells/L) × 100) [19].

Statistical Analyses
We first directly evaluated the performance of FIB-4 and APRI
in predicting severe (≥12.3 kPa) liver stiffness by calculating the
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)
and sensitivity and specificity for validated cutoffs (FIB-4
>3.25 and APRI >1.5, respectively) [18, 19].We then systemati-
cally considered inclusion of other markers, all of which had
been considered in other validated panels [25–27]. In addition,
we considered the performance of cutoffs of FIB-4 < 1.45 and
APRI <0.5 in excluding significant stiffness.

Separate models were constructed for prediction of severe
stiffness/cirrhosis using APRI and FIB-4. We used logistic
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regression with the best subset algorithm to find a specified
number of models with the highest likelihood score. Base mod-
els included either APRI or FIB-4, and then other variables
were sequentially added. The final multivariable models were
based on diminishing returns where increasing the number
of covariates in the model did not significantly increase the
difference in the score statistic (similar to the likelihood ratio
test) between model j and model j + 1 [28]. We performed a
leave-one-out cross-validation where each observation was
withheld and the remaining observations used to fit the
model [29]. Performance of these models was evaluated by cal-
culating the AUC for all multivariate logistic regression mod-
els, and cutoffs values were selected that optimized sensitivity
and specificity [30].

Due to criticism of automated variable selection algorithms
in logistic regression, we used random forests to confirm that
we captured the most important variables that could enhance
prediction of severe liver stiffness beyond FIB-4 and APRI. In
brief, a random forest is a supervised, nonparametric, ensemble
classification method that randomly creates decision trees by
bootstrapping from a training dataset and then applying a ran-
dom set of predictors at each node [31]. Trees are then aggregat-
ed to create the random forest, a process known as bagging.
Variable importance for correct classification was measured
by the mean decrease in classification accuracy (see Supplemen-
tary Data). Fibrosis 4 and APRI could not be computed for 3
individuals (1%); however, the rfimpute function was used to
impute missing values [32]. Because random forests can detect
nonlinear relationships, we used the random forest variable
importance plots to ensure that we were not neglecting any
important interactions when creating the models based on the
logistic regression analysis.

Because our goal was to develop a parsimonious model that
could be used in clinical settings in India, consideration of
variables to include was based on (1) overlap between variables
selected in the best subset logistic regression and variable impor-
tance from the random forest analysis and (2) feasibility and
practicality of obtaining serum markers in LMICs. Sensitivity
analyses included evaluating the performance of the models
based on (1) exclusion of heavy drinkers (alcohol use disorders
identification test [AUDIT] ≥15) because alcohol use can impact
both serum markers and LSM and (2) stratification based on
HIV status. A similar process was used to explore the accuracy
of FIB-4 and APRI in excluding significant stiffness.

To further validate the accuracy of FIB-4, APRI, and other
combinations of markers, we ascertained associations between
predicted significant and severe stiffness and mortality. Person-
time at risk was calculated as the time between the enrollment
date and either date of death or the last date of contact for the
participants. Models were adjusted for factors previously associ-
ated with mortality in this population (unpublished data) and
sequentially included (1) predicted severe stiffness/cirrhosis

according to FIB-4 and APRI, (2) prediction of significant stiff-
ness (or more severe stiffness/cirrhosis) based on the final model
from the best subset, (3) and a simplified score that included FIB-
4, γ-glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT), and body mass index
(BMI). We tested for violation of proportional hazards assump-
tion by examining martingale residuals and conducting the
Kolmogorov-type supremum test. The randomForest [33] and
caret [34] packages in R (Foundation for Statistical Computing,
Vienna, Austria) were used to tune parameters and perform
cross-validation. SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC)
was used to compute descriptive statistics and perform logistic
and Cox proportional hazards regression.

RESULTS

Baseline characteristics are shown in Table 1. The median age
was 42 years (IQR, 37–46) and all participants were male.
Over half (55%) had an AUDIT score ≥15, suggestive of alcohol
dependence. Of the 30% (N = 85) who were HIV coinfected,
55% had HIV RNA levels ≥4 log10 copies/mL. Mild or moder-
ate steatosis was detected in 140 (50%) individuals, and 74
(26%) individuals had severe liver stiffness. The median LSM
was 7.9 kPa (IQR, 6.1–13.3), median FIB-4 was 1.97 (IQR,
1.16–3.37), and median APRI was 0.82 (IQR, 0.46–1.67). Con-
cordance among FIB-4, APRI, and LSM is shown in Figure 1.

Prediction of Severe Stiffness/Cirrhosis
For prediction of severe liver stiffness, AUCs for FIB-4 and
APRI were 0.80 (95% confidence interval [CI], .74–.85) and
0.77 (95% CI, .71–.82), respectively (Table 2). At their respective
high cutoffs, both panels performed well in excluding those who
did not have severe liver stiffness (FIB-4 specificity 87% and
negative predictive value [NPV] 87%; APRI specificity 83%
and NPV 86%).

In the FIB-4 base model, the best subset for prediction of severe
stiffness included HOMA-IR, HDL, and GGT. These variables
were also among the most important identified in the random for-
est analysis (Figure 2). These models had a significantly higher
AUC than FIB-4 and APRI alone (P = .0012). At the optimum
cutoff probability, sensitivity increased from 62% in FIB-4 alone
to 70% when these covariates were added. The APRI best subset
model included age, GGT, HDL, HOMA-IR, and alkaline phos-
phatase, which were also identified to be among the most impor-
tant variables in the random forest analysis. Similar to the FIB-4
best subset model, the AUC was significantly higher than APRI
alone (P < .0001) with improved sensitivity and positive predictive
value, 74% and 60%, respectively.

Exclusion of Significant Stiffness
Predictive accuracy for excluding significant stiffness was lower
than for severe stiffness/cirrhosis (FIB-4 AUC = 0.72, 95%
CI = .66–.78; APRI AUC = 0.72, 95% CI = .66–.77). Seventy-
eight percent (NPV) of those with no significant liver stiffness
had a FIB-4 < 1.45. Exclusion of significant liver stiffness (or
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more severe) was improved with the addition of GGT, BMI, and
HDL for the FIB-4 base model and GGT, BMI, age, very LDL,
HDL, and HIV RNA for the APRI base model. The AUCs for

the FIB-4 (0.83; 95% CI, .78–.88) and APRI (0.83; 95% CI,
.78–.88) models were significantly higher than the FIB-4
(P < .0001) and APRI base models alone (P = .0005).

Simplified Model and Modified Fibrosis-4 Score Development
Simplified models included the addition of GGT, BMI, and age
(for APRI only). The sensitivity for the simplified FIB-4 and
APRI models was >70% for identification of severe stiffness/
cirrhosis and exclusion of significant stiffness. Although the
simplified APRI score performed better than APRI alone, all
FIB-4 models outperformed APRI. Thus, we developed a
new score incorporating FIB-4, GGT, and BMI. The modified
FIB-4 score was calculated using the following equation:
FIB-4 × BMI × log10(GGT), where FIB-4 was coded as 1 = low
range (<1.45), 2 =medium range (1.45–3.25), and 3 = high range
(>3.25). For example, someone with a FIB-4 >3.25, BMI of 23, and
GGT of 75 (U/L) would have a score of 3 × 23 × log10(75) = 129.4.
This score performed significantly better than FIB-4 alone in pre-
dicting severe stiffness (AUC = 0.86; 95% CI, .81–.91; P < .0001)
and excluding significant stiffness (AUC= 0.81; 95% CI, .75–.86;
P < .0001). In an exploratory analysis, a cutoff of 88 had a sensitiv-
ity of 77% and a specificity of 80%. At a cutoff of 60, the specificity
was 70% for predicting the exclusion of significant stiffness. In ad-
dition, using this lower cutoff, 81% of those without significant

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of Individuals With Chronic Hepatitis C
Virus Infection

Characteristic N% or Median (IQR)

Male 281 (100)

Age 41.6 (37.4–45.8)

Alcohol use (AUDIT)

No/mild alcohol use 90 (32)

Harmful/hazardous alcohol use 37 (13)

Alcohol dependence 154 (55)

Years of injection drug use (years) 16.9 (13.0–21.4)

Body mass index 19.8 (17.7–23.1)

HIV

Negative 196 (70)

Positive 85 (30)

CD4 count (HIV positives only)

≥500 cells/mm3 16 (19)

350–499 cells/mm3 26 (31)

200–349 cells/mm3 29 (34)

<200 cells/mm3 14 (16)

HIV RNA (HIV positives only)

<2.6 log10 copies/mL 19 (23)

2.6–3.9 log10 copies/mL 18 (22)

≥4.0 log10 copies/mL 46 (55)

Hepatitis B Surface Antigen

Negative 268 (95)

Positive 13 (5)

Aspartate aminotransferase (U/L) 61 (37–101)

Alanine aminotransferase (U/L) 49 (31–87)

γ-glutamyl transpeptidase (U/L) 64 (32–161)

Alkaline phosphatase (U/L) 87 (71–112)

Total platelet count (×109/L) 186 (135–232)

Insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) 1.5 (0.6–2.6)

High-density lipoproteins (mg/dL) 37 (29–45)

Very low-density lipoproteins (mg/dL) 16 (13–21)

Median log10 plasma HCV RNA (log IU/mL) 6.4 (5.9–6.7)

Steatosis

None 141 (50)

Mild 118 (42)

Moderate 22 (8)

FIB-4

<1.45 103 (37)

1.45–3.25 105 (37)

>3.25 73 (26)

APRI

<0.5 84 (30)

0.5–1.5 117 (42)

>1.5 80 (28)

LSM (kPa)

<8.5 127 (45)

8.5–12.3 80 (28)

≥12.3 74 (26)

Abbreviations: APRI, aspartate aminotransferase to platelet ratio index; AUDIT, alcohol use
disorders identification test; FIB-4, fibrosis 4; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; HCV,
hepatitis C virus; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model assessment insulin resistance; IQR,
interquartile range; LSM, liver stiffness measure; RNA, ribonucleic acid.

Figure 1. (A) Concordance between FIB-4 cutoffs and liver stiffness measure-
ment. (B) Concordance between aspartate aminotransferase to platelet ratio
index (APRI) cutoffs and liver stiffness measurement. Dashed boxes denote concor-
dance between liver stiffness measurement and FIB-4 or APRI cutoff.
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stiffness would have been correctly excluded. In sensitivity analy-
ses, performance of the models was comparable when heavy alco-
hol users were excluded and when participants were stratified by
HIV status (Supplementary Data).

Mortality
A total of 39 deaths was observed over 603.4 years of follow-up
(6.5 deaths per 100 person-years). After adjusting for BMI,

alcohol use, and CD4 count, severe liver stiffness was associated
with a 5.11 increased risk of death (95% CI, 2.33–11.18). Com-
pared with those with FIB-4 < 1.45 and APRI < 0.5, those with a
FIB-4 >3.25 or APRI >1.5 had significantly increased mortality
(adjusted hazard ratio[aHR] = 3.45, 95% CI = 1.43–8.32 and
aHR = 2.67, 95% CI = 1.15–6.21, respectively) (Table 3). In ad-
dition, those predicted to have severe stiffness at baseline based
on the best subset FIB-4 (aHR, 3.20; 95% CI, 1.67–6.14) and

Table 2. Predictive Accuracy of FIB-4 and APRI Alone and in Combination With Other Markers for Identification of Liver Stiffness

Serum Marker
Severe Stiffness (≥12.3 kPa) vs

Mild/Moderate Stiffness (<12.3 kPa) P Valuea
At Least Significant Stiffness (≥8.5 kPa) vs

No Significant Stiffness (<8.5 kPa) P Valuea

FIB-4 alone

AUC (95% CI) 0.80 (.74–.85) 0.72 (.66–.78)

Cutoff 3.25 1.45

Sensitivity/Specificity (%) 62/87 82/52

PPV/NPV (%) 63/87 58/78

FIB-4, best subset model .0012 <.0001

AUC (95% CI) 0.87 (.82–.91)b 0.83 (.78–.88)c

Cutoff probability 0.39 0.51

Sensitivity/Specificity (%) 70/87 69/84

PPV/NPV (%) 67/89 78/76

FIB-4 simplified model .0037 <.0001

AUC (95% CI) 0.83 (.78–.89)d 0.81 (.76–.87)d

Cutoff probability 0.25 0.48

Sensitivity/Specificity (%) 74/78 72/79

PPV/NPV (%) 55/89 74/77

Modified FIB-4 score <.0001 <.0001

AUC (95% CI) 0.86 (.81–.91)e 0.81 (.75–.86)e

Cutoff 88 60

Sensitivity/Specificity (%) 77/80 80/70

PPV/NPV (%) 58/91 69/81

APRI alone

AUC (95% CI) 0.77 (.71–.82) 0.72 (.66–.77)

Cutoff 1.5 0.5

Sensitivity/Specificity (%) 61/83 87/44

PPV/NPV (%) 56/86 56/80

APRI best subset model <.0001 .0022

AUC (95% CI) 0.87 (.82–.91)f 0.83 (.78–.88)g

Cutoff probability 0.27 0.45

Sensitivity/Specificity (%) 74/82 76/79

PPV/NPV (%) 60/90 75/80

APRI simplified model .0002 .0005

AUC (95% CI) 0.83 (.77–.88)h 0.81 (.76–.86)h

Cutoff probability 0.22 0.44

Sensitivity/Specificity (%) 82/70 77/75

PPV/NPV (%) 49/92 72/80

Abbreviations: ALP, alkaline phosphatase; APRI, aminotransferase to platelet ratio index; AUC, area under receiver operating characteristic curve; BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval;
FIB-4, fibrosis 4; GGT, γ-glutamyl transpeptidase; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model assessment insulin resistance; NPV,
negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value; VLDL, very low-density lipoprotein.
a Compared to FIB-4 or APRI cutoffs only.
b Best subset model: FIB-4, HOMA-IR, HDL, GGT.
c Best subset model FIB-4, HDL, GGT, BMI.
d Simplified model: FIB-4, GGT, BMI.
e Calculated as FIB-4 × BMI × log10(GGT), where FIB-4 is 1 = low range (<1.45), 2 =medium range (1.45–3.25), 3 = high range (>3.25).
f Best subset model: APRI, age, GGT, HDL, HOMA-IR, ALP.
g Best subset model: APRI, age, GGT, BMI, VLDL, HDL, HIV viral load.
h Simplified model: APRI, age, GGT, BMI.
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APRI (aHR, 4.09; 95% CI, 2.10–7.97) models had significantly
increased mortality compared with those not predicted to have
severe stiffness. Using the modified FIB-4 score (FIB-4, GGT,
and BMI), those with a score ≥88 had a 2.07 (95% CI, 1.00–
4.25) increased mortality compared with those with a score <60.

DISCUSSION

New developments in HCV treatment will dramatically change

management of chronic HCV; however, access remains a chal-

lenge, particularly in LMICs. Although treatment costs are

lower in many LMICs including India where generic versions

of DAAs such as sofosbuvir, ledipasvir, and daclatasvir are al-

ready available [35], most governments are not subsidizing

HCV treatment. Thus, a cure will remain out of reach for

most in need. Although the goal is to treat everyone, resources

are limited and some form of triage will be needed to maximize

resources. Moreover, diagnosis of cirrhosis will continue to be

important because these patients need to be monitored for de-

velopment of hepatocellular carcinoma even after cured [36]

and may require different regimens than those without cirrhosis

[4]. Elastography, which is primarily used in the United States

and Europe, has also been used in research settings in LMICs;

however, access to elastography may not be realistic globally

given the cost of the machine. FibroTest/Fibrosure is also

used, but it is expensive and includes some markers that are

unavailable in routine laboratories [11]. Panels using simple,

easy obtainable laboratory markers such as FIB-4 and APRI

may hold the most promise in LMICs.
Although these panels have been validated extensively [18,

19, 37, 38], nearly all studies derive from high-income settings.

Our data provide some of the first evidence that these panels

have high diagnostic accuracy for the diagnosis of liver disease

among persons chronically infected with HCV in LMICs where

there is significant diversity in underlying conditions that could

impact accuracy (eg, diabetes, obesity, steatosis, tuberculosis

treatment, other infections). Overall, FIB-4 had higher diagnos-

tic accuracy than APRI, which is consistent with a recent meta-

analysis that found a statistically significant difference in AUCs

between FIB-4 vs APRI (AUC = 0.04; 95% CI, .02–.05) for pre-

dicting cirrhosis in persons infected with HCV [39]. Perfor-

mance of FIB-4 in predicting severe liver stiffness/cirrhosis

(AUC = 0.80) was within the range (95% CI, .76–.90) of other

studies [18, 37]. Moreover, consistent with other studies [38,

40], FIB-4 and APRI levels suggestive of severe stiffness/cirrhosis

were associated with significantly increased mortality, providing

additional assurance that FIB-4 and APRI are useful in detecting

severe liver disease in LMICs.
One of the concerns with using these marker panels and cut-

offs in LMICs is that behavioral or biological differences unre-

lated to liver disease could impact performance. Indeed, our

modeling analyses suggested that the performance of FIB-4

and APRI could be enhanced with other serum biomarkers.

The additional markers that were identified through both meth-

ods are consistent with what has been included in other validat-

ed marker panels (eg, GGT [41]) as well as what is known about

the phenotype of liver disease in India (eg, insulin resistance).

For example, Indians have a genetic predisposition to insulin

Figure 2. (A) Variable importance plot of FIB-4 random forest model predicting
severe liver stiffness (≥12.3 kPa). (B) Variable importance plot of aminotransferase
to platelet ratio index (APRI) random forest model predicting severe liver stiffness
(≥12.3 kPa). (C) Variable importance plot of FIB-4 random forest model predicting
at least significant liver stiffness (≥8.5 kPa). (D) Variable importance plot of APRI
random forest model predicting at least significant liver stiffness (≥8.5 kPa). Only
the 10 most important variables are shown. Dark gray bars indicate overlap with
best subset logistic regression model.
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resistance, which has been previously demonstrated to be
associated with severe FIB [13, 42]. The median BMI of our
sample was 19.8 compared with approximately 24 [23, 43] in
comparable populations in the United States and Western
Europe. Thus, it is not surprising that the inclusion of BMI
significantly improved predictive accuracy.

Although the optimal panels for excluding significant liver
stiffness and predicting severe stiffness/cirrhosis in this popula-
tion had high diagnostic accuracy, they also included several
laboratory markers that may be difficult to obtain in routine
clinical practice—either because of cost, laboratory capacity,
or the requirement of fasting. Thus, it was encouraging that
our modified FIB-4 score, which included only FIB-4, BMI,
and GGT, also performed with high accuracy (AUC = 0.86)
and could serve as a useful tool to enhance identification of per-
sons with severe liver disease at no additional cost. γ-Glutamyl
transpeptidase has been used previously in other noninvasive
algorithms [41], and BMI has been previously identified as an
independent predictor of chronic liver disease [38].

It is noteworthy to mention that the association between the
modified FIB-4 score and mortality was not as strong as FIB-4
or the best subset model. This is most likely because those with
low BMI (<18.5) were at an increased risk of mortality; however,
when calculating the modified FIB-4 score, higher BMI is

associated with a higher score. The increased risk of death
due to being underweight reinforces the notion that PWID in
India chronically infected with HCV may have different com-
peting mortality risks that are distinct from North American
or European risks.

Our study has several limitations. First, we did not have data
on liver biopsy, which has long been considered the gold stan-
dard for diagnosis of FIB and cirrhosis. However, it is important
to note that liver stiffness determination is replacing the biopsy
in several high-income settings due to its noninvasive nature
and high accuracy. In addition, misclassification of disease
stage by liver stiffness would only reduce the apparent accuracy
of the blood tests, which may well have been even more accurate
than reported. Some of the factors that we identified as impor-
tant for predicting liver disease in this population (eg, high
BMI, alcohol use) have also been identified as factors that affect
the performance of elastography [44], and their association
could reflect an impact on performance rather than identifica-
tion of disease. However, in our sample, over 96% of patients
had a BMI < 30 (the cutoff recommended for the standard
probe of FibroScan), and results were unchanged when exclud-
ing those with heavy alcohol use. In addition, HIV has shown to
be associated with liver disease progression; however, in our
sample, no substantial differences in performance of the models

Table 3. Association Between LSM, FIB-4, APRI, Predictive Models, and Mortality

Variable HR (95% CI) P Value aHR (95% CI)a P Value

LSM (kPa)

<8.5 Referent Referent

8.5–12.2 1.25 (.43–3.59) .6828 1.78 (.60–5.16) .3064

≥12.3 4.55 (2.21–9.34) <.0001 5.11 (2.33–11.18) <.0001

FIB-4

<1.45 Referent Referent

1.45–3.25 2.01 (.81–4.99) .1313 2.71 (1.04–7.08) .0424

>3.25 3.90 (1.63–9.34) .0023 3.45 (1.43–8.32) .0059

APRI

<0.5 Referent Referent

0.5–1.5 1.28 (.53–3.09) .5812 1.66 (.66–4.19) .2823

>1.5 2.55 (1.11–5.88) .0279 2.67 (1.15–6.21) .0230

FIB-4 best subset modelb

Predicted no/mild stiffness Referent Referent

Predicted at least significant stiffness 3.01 (1.55–5.87) .0012 2.68 (1.36–5.29) .0044

FIB-4 best subset modelc

Predicted no/mild/significant stiffness Referent Referent

Predicted severe stiffness/cirrhosis 3.88 (2.06–7.32) <.0001 3.20 (1.67–6.14) .0005

Modified FIB-4 score modeld

<60 Referent Referent

60–87 1.59 (.63–4.04) .3296 2.03 (.78–5.43) .1584

≥88 2.28 (1.11–4.67) .0242 2.07 (1.00–4.25) .0487

Abbreviations: aHR, adjusted hazard ratio; APRI, APRI, aminotransferase to platelet ratio index; BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval; FIB-4, fibrosis 4; GGT, γ-glutamyl transpeptidase;
HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model assessment insulin resistance; HR, hazard ratio; LSM, liver stiffness measure.
a The aHR in each row represents a distinct model that adjusted for alcohol use, BMI, and CD4 count.
b Predicted to have at least significant liver stiffness at baseline (≥8.5 kPa) based on optimal cutoff using model with FIB-4, GGT, BMI, and HDL.
c Predicted to have at least severe liver stiffness at baseline (≥12.3 kPa) based on optimal cutoff using model with FIB-4, GGT, HOMA-IR, and HDL.
d Score calculated as FIB-4 × BMI × log10(GGT), where FIB-4 is 1 = low range (<1.45), 2 =medium range (1.45–3.25), 3 = high range (>3.25).
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between HIV-negative and HIV-positive individuals were
observed.

Although we had several levels of internal validation, we did
not have an external validation set from another LMIC to test
performance of our new models, such as the modified FIB-4. In
addition, it is possible that the FIB-4 and APRI cutoffs used in
this analysis may not be the optimum cutoffs given genetic and
sociodemographic differences between populations in high-
income and low- or middle-income countries. We also did
not have a reliable cause of death because these data were
collected by verbal autopsy from family and friends. Despite
this, only 1 death (homicide) was due to a nonchronic dis-
ease-related cause. Finally, it was encouraging that there was sig-
nificant overlap in the variables chosen from 2 different
methods. However, additional validation among populations
with different sociodemographics and/or comorbidities is
needed.

CONCLUSIONS

In sum, both FIB-4 and APRI had high diagnostic accuracy for
the diagnosis of significant and severe stiffness/cirrhosis in this
community-based sample of PWID chronically infected with
HCV living in Chennai, India. Additional biomarkers, such as
BMI and GGT, should also be considered because they may en-
hance prediction of liver stiffness as shown by the performance
of the modified FIB-4.
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